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 Features The Explorer's main window is a floating window, that can be maximized. It contains tabs for each of the five most used file systems: NTFS, FAT32, FAT16, ExFAT, and HFS+. Each tab has its own navigation bar, and it is possible to use either the keyboard or mouse to browse through the folders. A second menu bar is present, containing a context menu with actions for editing the text and
marking the selected text, as well as a file properties dialog. When an item is selected on a tab, its corresponding menu bar shows the context menu. The interface contains other features, such as the ability to set the background color and font size, and to use the keyboard as a tree navigator. It is possible to include custom folders within Explorer, using templates and custom filter criteria. The main

interface shows a thumbnail view of every folder. Thumbnails can be expanded for more detailed information. It is possible to browse the folders using a vertical or horizontal tree menu. Dragging the mouse over a folder in the tree bar moves it into the main window. Clicking the mouse over a folder when it is in the main window moves it to the tree. Dragging a folder in the tree bar out of the main
window drops it in the desktop folder, regardless of where it is. The "Get Info" menu contains features such as previewing the contents of a folder with a large preview area, and copying a folder, with or without files. The Explorer window does not block other applications from using the screen, allowing, for example, the preview of a web page to be displayed as a thumbnail in the side-bar. It is also
possible to save files to a folder on the desktop. See also List of file managers Comparison of file managers References Category:Freedesktop.org software Category:File managers Category:Free software programmed in C++ Category:Free file managers Category:Linux file system-related software Category:Software using the GPL license Category:Windows file managersNumber plate recognition

Number plate recognition is the process by which data from a vehicle number plate is used for identification and record-keeping purposes. It is most often done on the vehicles of law enforcement and emergency services. It is a key part of police record keeping, the vehicle registry, and for automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) systems. Number 82157476af
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